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INTRODUCTION

In the past few years the methods of radiation
chemistry in organic media have made an enormous change in
how we view electron transfer processes, as these media
have proved the most useful for studying long distance
electron transfer between molecules. This paper will
briefly summarize a few of the aspects of this area and
will discuss some of the attributes and limitations of
radiation techniques, particularly pulse radiolysis in
organic solvents.

While the number of organic solvents which is
available is very large, there is no solvent in which the
radiation chemistry is anywhere near so well understood as
that of water. The main species known and their principle
reactions are not well identified. For some solvents,
notably ethers, it is clear that solvated electrons are
produced and that the positive charge (the oxidizing
power) is rapidly degraded by proton transfer reactions.
The ethers are readily purified and have been .used to
study a variety of organic charge transfer reactions
(Dorfman 1965, Matheson & Dorfman 1969, Bockrath & Dorftnan
1973, Dodolet et al. 1975, Dodolet & Freeman 1975).
Organic solvents span a range of polarity, from almost
completely nonpolar solvents such as saturated
hydrocarbons, to very highly polar solvents. The ethers
lie in the middle to moderately polar part of this
range. Saturated hydrocarbons, which are very nonpolar,
are known to produce solvated electrons which may be
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readily attached to added molecules. The solvated
electrons have very high mobilities, much larger than
those of molecules, making them useful for rapid
attachment to additives (Warman 1982). Highly polar
organic solvents are, however, in a less satisfactory
situation. The solvents themselves are often difficult to
purify, and the radiation chemistry is, in general, poorly
understood. Most highly polar organic solvents react with
solvated electrons themselves to produce products, the
nature of which is not understood. In many cases, the
reactions are not only not known, but it is uncertain that
they do not involve impurities. Indeed, purification of
such organic solvents is often difficult and may be
crucial to making them useful for radiation chemical
techniques.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We turn now to a brief synopsis of some results which
show how ET rates depend on such factors as distance,
energy and orientation. In Figure 1 we compare the effect
of distance on inter- and intramolecular ET between
aromatic groups. Inte-molecular ET was measured for pairs
of aromatic molecules in rigid methyltetrahydrofuran
(MTHF) glass at 77 K (Miller et al. 1984a).
Intramolecular ET was measured using molecules of the
structure donor-bridge-acceptor such as those in structure
diagram 1 (Closs et al. 1986).

Structure Diagram 1

When not directly available, the data was adjusted to
represent reactions of optimal exothermicity at room
temperature (e.g., the Franck-Condon factors were make the
same).
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What we see in Figure 1 is that the rates of these
long distance electron transfer reactions are remarkably
fast, despite the distances involved, and that the rates
decrease exponentially with increasing distance. We also
see that this decrease is not quite as rapid for the
intramolecular electron transfer reactions. Several types
of experiments indicate that the intramolecular reactions
are able to occur more rapidly and their rates decrease
less rapidly with distance because of through-bond
interactions involving the saturated hydrocarbon bridge
holding the two aromatic groups.

Figure 1: Dependence of rates on distance for
optimally exothermic intermolecular and intramolecular
long distance electron transfer reactions. Actual mea-
surements are available in each case over the range of
distances between the vertical lines (Miller et al. 1984a,
Closs et al. 1986).
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Figure 1 must be considered a somewhat schematic com-
parison of inter- and intramolecular electron transfer
rates because the intramolecular rates are measured at
fixed orientations. The intermolecular rates, on the
other hand, are measured over an average of orientations.
This uncertainty does not affect the distance dependence
which is appropriately compared in the figure, but does
affect the pre-exponential factors. Measurements have
indicated that orientation of the donor and acceptor
groups relative to each other and to the bridge connecting
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them can have measurable effects on the electron transfer
rates.

At present unfavorable orientations have resulted in
a factor of four reduction in rate, but much larger
factors are expected when it is possible to examine the
most unfavorable orientations.

Effects of orientation (the angles between the donor,
acceptor and bridge) are seen when molecules such as those
in structure diagonal are prepared with different
stereochemistry as indicated in Table 1.

The reactivity pattern indicated in Table 1 holds for
all three different bridges examined with variable
stereochemistry. The reasons for this particular pattern
have to do with complexities involving the naphthalene
group, but it seems clear that we are observing variations
in ET rates due to the angles at which the aromatic groups
sit relative to the bridge and to each other. Equatorial
groups sit perpendicular to the bridge, while axial groups
rotate by 55 degrees due to steric hindrance, according to
both calculations by molecular mechanics and
determinations of x-ray crystal structures (Closs et al.
1986).

TABLE 1: Effects of stereochemistry on electron transfer
rates in molecules of the structure biphenyl-bridge-
naphthalene. The bridge was 1,4-cyclohexane, 2,6-decalin
or 2,7-decalin (Closs et al. 1986).

Attachment

biphenyl

Stereochemistry

naphthalene Relative rate

equatorial equatorial 1.0
axial equatorial 0.3
equatorial axial 1.0
axial axial 1.0

Energy can also have a dramatic effect in controlling
electron transfer rates. Figure 2 shows data for the
reaction of biphenyl radical anion with a number of dif-
ferent electron acceptors in rigid meth'Itetrahydrofuran
(MTHF) in glass at 77K. The data shows that electron
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transfer rates are maximized at some intermediate free
energy change and are much smaller for either weakly or
highly exothermic reactions. Very similar results, but
with a smaller number of points are obtained in fluid THF
at room temperature using intramolecular electron transfer
across a rigid steroid spacer (Miller et al. 1984b, Closs
et al. 1986).

Free energy versus rate curves such as shown in
Figure 2 have now been obtained in a variety of situations
for moderately pole.r solvents such ether and even in a
nonpolar solvent, Isooctane (Beitz & Miller 1979, Miller
et al. 1984 a & b, Wasielewski et al. 1985, McLendon &
Miller 1985, Gould et al. 1987). It is unfortunate, how-
ever, that we have not yet been able to obtain such a
curve in a highly polar solvent, because of the difficul-
ties of the radiation chemistry of these solvents men-
tioned in the introduction.

Figure 2: The effect of reaction exothermicity (free
energy change, AG°) on intermolecular electron transfer
rates from biphenyl" to a series of electron acceptors in
rigid MTHF glass at 77 K. The rates (expressed as rela-
tive Franck-Coudon factors) first increase and then
decrease as the reactions became more exothermic (Miller
et al. 1984a).
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Techniques of radiation chemistry in organic media,
particularly pulse radiolysis, are a powerful way to study
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organic redox processes. There are, however, a number of
limitations that result from our poor understanding of the
radiation chemistry of most of these systems.
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